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CD6 is an innovation Centre within 

which has a strong expertise in optical engineering and a focus in

knowledge exchange. In particular, t

in the development of off-the

scales, and for spectral object reconstruction. Both the hardware and software of instruments 

is developed within the Centre

 

Within this presentation both research areas will be presented including examples of different 

types of instruments and their applications. For spatial analysis,results at different scales for a 

system which through stitching enables full surface reconstruction of human size objects will 

be presented. The system enables also the reconstruction of the visible 

object in a dense point cloud (Fig

available field of view will also be presented to demonstrate the capability of experienc eof the 

centre regarding these systems.

 

Different types of multi and hiperspectral instruments have also been developed at CD6. A 

novel technique based on Led illlumina

compact multispectral system with 23 spectral bands, thoguh simpler approaches have also 

been developed. Application of the system to  documentation of restoration procedures in 

cultural heritage objects will be presented, enabling pixel wise access to spectral data

2). Highlights of the development of a gonio

visible willl be presented. 

 

Figure 1: Instruments for spatial object 

reconstruction including RGB in 
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CD6 is an innovation Centre within UPC-BarcelonaTech university (http://www.cd6.upc.edu

which has a strong expertise in optical engineering and a focus in industrial research and 

In particular, the Centre has two research lines which develop its activity

the-shelf instruments for spatial object reconstruction at different 

scales, and for spectral object reconstruction. Both the hardware and software of instruments 

is developed within the Centre enabling to tailor it to the needs of the final users

Within this presentation both research areas will be presented including examples of different 

types of instruments and their applications. For spatial analysis,results at different scales for a 

h stitching enables full surface reconstruction of human size objects will 

be presented. The system enables also the reconstruction of the visible information of the 

object in a dense point cloud (Figure 1). Tailored developments adapting resolution to 

ilable field of view will also be presented to demonstrate the capability of experienc eof the 

centre regarding these systems. 

Different types of multi and hiperspectral instruments have also been developed at CD6. A 

novel technique based on Led illlumination has enabled us to build a very simple, roust and 

compact multispectral system with 23 spectral bands, thoguh simpler approaches have also 

Application of the system to  documentation of restoration procedures in 

s will be presented, enabling pixel wise access to spectral data

. Highlights of the development of a gonio-hyperspectral system with over 30channels in the 

 
patial object 

RGB in tailored fields 

Figure 2: Instruments for multispectral object 

reconstruction including pixel-wise spectral data

 

                   

As per email with Prof. Sitnik and Prof.Hauta-Kasari, we submit a single abstract which combines topics 

within  WG1 and WG2. Could easily be separated in two abstracts for each WG. 
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